




MOVIE DAY SCHEDULE – Make sure you arrive 15 minutes before the movie starts 
 
Start 
time 


End 
time 


Duration 
(mins) 


Title Genre Link 


12.30 14.16 106 Ratatouille Animation/Comedy/ 
Family 


http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0382932/  


   Dinner is served... 
   A rat named Remy dreams of becoming a great French chef despite his family's wishes and the obvious problem of being a rat in a decidedly rodent-


phobic profession. When fate places Remy in the sewers of Paris, he finds himself ideally situated beneath a restaurant made famous by his culinary 
hero, Auguste Gusteau. Despite the apparent dangers of being an unlikely - and certainly unwanted - visitor in the kitchen of a fine French restaurant, 
Remy's passion for cooking soon sets into motion a hilarious and exciting rat race that turns the culinary world of Paris upside down. 


    
14.30 16.28 118 La Vita è Bella Comedy/Drama http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0118799/  
   An unforgettable fable that proves love, family and imagination conquer all. 
   In 1930s Italy, a carefree Jewish book keeper named Guido starts a fairy tale life by courting and marrying a lovely woman from a nearby city. Guido 


and his wife have a son and live happily together until the occupation of Italy by German forces. In an attempt to hold his family together and help his 
son survive the horrors of a Jewish Concentration Camp, Guido imagines that the Holocaust is a game and that the grand prize for winning is a tank. 


    
17.00 18.42 102 Casablanca Drama http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0034583/  
   Mysterious City of Sin and Intrigue ! 
   In World War II Casablanca, Rick Blaine, exiled American and former freedom fighter, runs the most popular nightspot in town. The cynical lone wolf 


Blaine comes into the possession of two valuable letters of transit. When Nazi Major Strasser arrives in Casablanca, the sycophantic police Captain 
Renault does what he can to please him, including detaining Czech underground leader Victor Laszlo. Much to Rick's surprise, Lazslo arrives with Ilsa, 
Rick's one time love. Rick is very bitter towards Ilsa, who ran out on him in Paris, but when he learns she had good reason to, they plan to run off 
together again using the letters of transit. Well, that was their original plan.... 


    
19.00 20.31 91 Monthy Python and the Holy Grail Adventure/Comedy http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0071853/  
   Makes Ben Hur look like an Epic 
   The movie starts out with Arthur, King of the Britons, looking for knights to sit with him at Camelot. He finds many knights including Sir Galahad the 


pure, Sir Lancelot the brave, the quiet Sir Bedevere, and Sir Robin the Not-Quite-So-Brave-as-Sir Lancelot. They do not travel on horses, but pretend 
they do and have their servants bang coconuts to make the sound of horse's hooves. Through satire of certain events in history (witch trials, the black 
plague) they find Camelot, but after literally a quick song and dance they decide that they do not want to go there. While walking away, God (who seems 
to be grumpy) come to them from a cloud and tells them to find the Holy Grail. They agree and begin their search. While they search for the Grail, 
scenes of the knight's tales appear and why they have the name they have. Throughout their search they meet interesting people and knights along the 
way. Most of the characters die; some through a killer rabbit (which they defeat with the holy hand grenade), others from not answering a question right 
from the bridge of Death, or die some other ridiculous way. In the end, King Arthur and Sir Bedevere are left and find the Castle Arrrghhh where the 
Holy Grail is. They are met by some French soldiers who taunted them earlier in the film, so they were not able to get into the castle. 


      
21.00 22.55 115 The Bourne Ultimatum Action/Thriller http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0440963/  
   This Summer Jason Bourne Comes Home 
   Bourne is once again brought out of hiding, this time inadvertently by London-based reporter Simon Ross who is trying to unveil Operation Blackbriar--


an upgrade to Project Treadstone--in a series of newspaper columns. Bourne sets up a meeting with Ross and realizes instantly they're being scanned. 
Information from the reporter stirs a new set of memories, and Bourne must finally, ultimately, uncover his dark past whilst dodging The Company's best 
efforts in trying to eradicate him. 


 





